The N-terminal Leucine-Rich Regions in Slit Are Sufficient To Repel Olfactory Bulb Axons and Subventricular Zone Neurons
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The Slit proteins are a new family of secreted guidance cues involved in axon guidance and neuronal migration. Each mammalian Slit protein contains >1400 amino acid residues, with four leucine-rich regions (LRRs), nine epidermal growth factor repeats, a laminin G domain, and a C-terminal cysteine-rich domain. A receptor for Slit is the transmembrane protein Roundabout (Robo), whose extracellular part contains five Ig domains and three fibronectin type III repeats. We report here that the LRRs in Slit are sufficient for binding to the Ig domains of Robo. Mutant forms of Slit containing only the LRRs function as chemorepellents for axons projecting from the olfactory bulb both in vitro and in the telencephalon. The LRRs can repel neurons migrating from the anterior subventricular zone (SVZa) to the olfactory bulb in brain slices isolated from neonatal rodents. However, the LRRs do not show repulsive effects on the SVZa neurons migrating in collagen gels. Our results indicate that the same LRRs are sufficient for guiding both axon projection and neuronal migration and suggest that the other regions in the Slit proteins may be involved in regulating the diffusion and distribution of the Slit proteins. The fact that the same domains are involved in guiding axon projection and neuronal migration further strengthens the idea of a conserved guidance mechanism for these important processes.
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The precise projection of axons and deposition of neurons are essential for the development of the nervous system. Several families of proteins function as guidance cues for a variety of axons and neurons (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Raper and Tessier-Lavigne, 1999). The Netrins are chemorepellants for some axons and repellents for other axons (Kennedy et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994; for review, see Colamarino and Tessier-Lavigne, 1995). Semaphorins are chemorepellents for most axons, although they are attractants for some axons (for review, see Culotti and Kolodkin, 1996; Van Vactor and Lorenz, 1999; Raper, 2000). Ephrins are cell surface molecules that function as contact-dependent repellents (for review, see Flanagan and Culotti, 1996; Van Vactor and Lorenz, 1999). Roofpoteins play an important role by repelling GABAergic neurons that migrate from the striatal primordium to the neocortex (Zhu et al., 1999).

Both Slit and Robo are large proteins. After the signal sequence at the N terminus of a typical Slit protein, there are four leucine-rich repeats, each surrounded by an N-terminal and a C-terminal flanking region (Rothberg et al., 1988, 1990). In Drosophila Slit, there are seven EGF repeats (Rothberg et al., 1988, 1990), whereas in all vertebrate Slits identified so far, there are nine EGF repeats (Holmes et al., 1998; Itoh et al., 1998; Nakayama et al., 1998; Brose et al., 1997; Li et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 1999). There is a laminin G domain (previously also known as the ALPS domain) followed by a cysteine-rich C-terminal region. Robo is a transmembrane (TM) protein with five Ig domains, three fibronectin type III repeats (FNIII), a TM domain, and four conserved cytoplasmic motifs in its intracellular domain (Kidd et al., 1998; Zallen et al., 1998).
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Biochemical purification shows that a fragment containing the N-terminal part, including the leucine-rich regions (LRRs) and four EGF repeats, was responsible for promoting axon branching (Wang et al., 1999). Because of the existence of multiple domains in each Slit protein, we were interested in determining the domains involved in axon guidance and neuronal migration. In particular, we wanted to address whether the same domain or domains are required for both axon guidance and neuronal migration. Therefore, we have undertaken biochemical studies to dissect the domains in Slit and Robo for protein–protein interactions and tested different fragments of Slit protein in functional assays of axon guidance and neuronal migration. Our results demonstrate directly that the LRRs in Slit are sufficient to act as a chemorepellent for projecting axons and migrating neurons and suggest indirectly that the EGF repeats are involved in controlling the diffusion of Slit. The finding that the same region in the Slit protein functions to guide axons and neurons supports the idea of a conserved mechanism between axon guidance and neuronal migration (Wu et al., 1999).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids. A myc-tagged human Slit2 (hSlit) protein (hSlit2-myc) was expressed by a pCS2+–based construct with the full-length human Slit2 fused at the C terminus with six copies of the myc epitope. hSlit1076-myc and hSlit890-myc were made by fusing N-terminal 1076 amino acid (aa) residues and N-terminal 890 aa residues to the myc epitope. hSlitCR1-myc was made to express the signal peptide followed by the C-terminal region from aa 892 until the C terminus at aa 1529. Constructs have also been made to express Xenopus Slit fragments; these constructs include xSlit N882 and C1, which are similar to hSlit890 and C1, respectively.

To express Robo as an epitope-tagged protein, the rat Robo1 (rRobo1) coding region was obtained by PCR using rat spinal cord cDNA and was then inserted into a pCS2+– vector containing a hemagglutinin (HA) epitope. Robo1 construct was made to express the five Ig repeats followed by the transmembrane and intracellular domains. RoboFN construct was made to express the three FNIII repeats followed by the transmembrane and intracellular domains. In both cases, the HA epitope was also tagged at the C terminus.

To make constructs for stable transfection, cDNA fragments encoding hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, and hSlitCR1 were inserted into a modified pIRESneo (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA), which contains the neomycin gene. Although their patterns of expression are different, they have not been found to differ biochemically or functionally. Proteins from one species also function in other species. Thus, in our previous studies, Xenopus Slit binds to mammalian Robo and is active on avian and mammalian tissues. To dissect the domains in Slit and Robo proteins for biochemical interactions, we have used hSlit2 and rRobo1.

A diagram of hSlit2 is shown in Figure 1A. We made constructs expressing different portions of hSlit2 as fusion proteins tagged at the C terminus with six myc epitopes (Fig. 1A). hSlit1076 contains the N-terminal 1076 aa residues including the four LRRs and four EGF repeats. hSlit1076 is slightly shorter than the N-terminal fragment identified by Wang et al. (1999), which would correspond to the N-terminal 1121 aa in the hSlit2 used in our experiments. hSlit890 contains only the four LRRs. Deletion of the four LRRs from the full-length hSlit2 results in hSlitCR1, which contains all nine EGF repeats, the laminin G domain, and the C-terminal cysteine-rich domain. After constructs encoding the full length hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, hSlitCR1, or the control vector were separately transfected into HEK cells, conditioned media from cells transfected with hSlit2-myc, hSlit1076-myc, hSlit890-myc, or hSlitCR1-myc, or the control vector were collected 72 or 96 hr after transfection and concentrated using a BioMax-100K or BioMax-30K ultrafree filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA). Lysates from cells transfected with Robo1-HA, Robolg-HA, RoboFN-HA, or control vector were prepared with lysis buffer (0.5% NP-40, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM NaVO4, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 25 μg/ml leupeptin, 25 μg/ml aprotinin, and 150 μg/ml benzamidine). Conditioned media containing hSlit2-myc, hSlit1076-myc, hSlit890-myc, or hSlitCR1-myc, or control medium were mixed with lysates from Robo1-HA, Robolg-HA, RoboFN-HA, or control cells, respectively. Immunoprecipitation was performed as described previously (Li et al., 1999).

Culture of olfactory bulb explants, anterior subventricular zone explants, and brain slices. Coculture of olfactory bulb explants with HEK cell aggregates was done according to a protocol described by Li et al. (1999). Quantification of axon projection from the olfactory bulb explants was performed according to the diagram shown in Figure 3F, which is modified from Keynes et al. (1997), their Figure 1B.

Coculture of anterior subventricular zone (SVZa) explants with HEK cell aggregates was described by Wu et al. (1999). Semiquantification of cell migration was carried to the diagram shown in Figure 5F (Wu et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 1999).

Brain slice and whole-mount culture. Sagittal sections of 300 μm were made by a vibratome; those containing the SVZa, the rostral migratory stream (RMS), and the olfactory bulb were used. A small piece of Dil (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) crystal was inserted into the SVZa. The slices were cultured in a manner similar to that described previously (Wu et al., 1999). HEK cells expressing hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, or hSlitCR1 or control HEK cells were labeled with 3.3′dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine (DIO) (Molecular Probes). A thin layer of cell aggregates was trimmed to 100–200 μm in length and then overlaid on the top of the RMS. Dil and DIO signals were visualized with different filters under a microscope. Images were recorded with a Spot camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI).

Whole-mount preparations of olfactory bulb–telencephalon coculture were performed with a protocol similar to that described by Wu et al. (1999).

RESULTS

Domains in Slit and Robo involved in protein–protein interactions

Three slit genes and three robo genes have been identified in mammals (Holmes et al., 1998; Itoh et al., 1998; Nakayama et al., 1998; Brose et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 1999). Although their patterns of expression are different, they have not been found to differ biochemically or functionally. Proteins from one species also function in other species. Thus, in our previous studies, Xenopus Slit binds to mammalian Robo and is active on avian and mammalian tissues. To dissect the domains in Slit and Robo proteins for biochemical interactions, we have used hSlit2 and rRobo1.
with an HA epitope at the C terminus. After constructs encoding the full-length rRobo1, RoboIg, RoboFN, or the control vector were separately transfected into HEK cells, lysates from the transfected HEK cells were prepared. Western blot analysis showed an upper band in the lysate of each transfection that corresponded to the expected protein (Fig. 1D). As observed previously (Li et al., 1999), a lower band was present in cells transfected with rRobo1, confirming that Robo protein could be cleaved (Fig. 1D). The findings of the lower band in RoboIg and RoboFN indicate that the cleavage site is located in either the transmembrane domain or the intracellular domain because these two parts are present in all three Robo constructs.
The precise site of cleavage and its in vivo significance remains to be established.

To determine the domain of hSlit2 involved in binding to Robo1, the conditioned media from cells transfected with hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, hSlitCR1, or the control vector were separately incubated with lysates from cells transfected with the full-length rRobo1 (Fig. 2 A). Immunoprecipitation was performed as described previously (Li et al., 1999) using an anti-HA antibody. Precipitated proteins were detected by an anti-myc antibody. The full-length Robo1 protein could bind to the full-length hSlit2 (Fig. 2A, lane 1), hSlit1076 (Fig. 2A, lane 2), and hSlit890 (Fig. 2A, lane 3) protein. Robo1 did not bind to hSlitCR1 (Fig. 2A, lane 4). These results indicate that the four LRRs in Slit are sufficient for binding to the full-length Robo.

To determine the domains in rRobo1 involved in binding to hSlit2, the conditioned media from hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, hSlitCR1, or the control vector-transfected cells were separately incubated with lysates of cells transfected with RoboIg (Fig. 2B) or RoboFN (Fig. 2C). Immunoprecipitation was performed using the anti-HA antibody, and the precipitated proteins were detected by the anti-myc antibody. RoboIg could bind to the full-length hSlit2 (Fig. 2B, lane 1), hSlit1076 (Fig. 2B, lane 2), and hSlit890 (Fig. 2B, lane 3). RoboIg protein did not bind to hSlitCR1 (Fig. 2B, lane 4). By contrast, RoboFN could not bind any forms of hSlit2 (Fig. 2C). These results indicate that the Ig domains of Robo protein are sufficient for binding to Slit.

Together, our results show that the LRRs in Slit and the Ig domains in Robo are necessary and sufficient for protein–protein interactions between Slit and Robo.

The LRRs of Slit are sufficient for axon guidance both in vitro and in vivo

We and others have shown previously that Slit is repulsive to axons projecting from the embryonic olfactory bulb (Li et al.,
To examine the domains of Slit that are functionally important for axon guidance, we first tested the activities of Slit fragments in collagen gels. Olfactory bulb explants were isolated from embryonic day 13 mouse embryos and cocultured with either control HEK cells or HEK cells expressing the full-length form or the truncation mutant forms of Slit. When cocultured with control cells, axons grew symmetrically from the circumference of the olfactory bulb explants (with 4 of 54 explants showing slightly asymmetric axon outgrowth) (Fig. 3E). When cocultured with cells expressing hSlit2, olfactory bulb explants sent out axons asymmetrically, with more axons growing on the side distal to the Slit-expressing cells than on the side proximal to the Slit-expressing cells (Fig. 3F). When cocultured with cells expressing hSlit1076, olfactory bulb explants sent out axons asymmetrically, with more axons growing on the side distal to the Slit-expressing cells than on the side proximal to the Slit-expressing cells (Fig. 3G). When cocultured with cells expressing hSlit890, olfactory bulb explants sent out axons asymmetrically, with more axons growing on the side distal to the Slit-expressing cells than on the side proximal to the Slit-expressing cells (Fig. 3H). When cocultured with cells expressing hSlitCR1, olfactory bulb explants were not repulsive to the olfactory bulb axons (Fig. 3I).

Quantitative analyses were performed with a scheme similar to that used in Keynes et al. (1997) (Fig. 3J); hSlit2, hSlit1076, and hSlit890 were clearly repulsive, whereas hSlitCR1 was not (Fig. 3K).

These results indicate that the LRRs present in hSlit890 were sufficient for guiding axons growing from olfactory bulb explants in collagen gels. To determine whether this conclusion is valid for olfactory bulb axons growing in their native environment in the telencephalon, we used the whole-mount assay, in which the olfactory bulb together with the telencephalon was isolated and cultured (Li et al., 1999).

The telencephalon region was covered with aggregates of control HEK cells or HEK cells expressing hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, or hSlitCR1. All HEK cells were labeled with DiO before being placed on the telencephalon and could therefore be visualized under a fluorescence microscope (Fig. 4C,G,K,O,S). After 40 hr in culture, a small piece of the lipophilic dye DiI was inserted into the olfactory bulb to reveal its projecting axons (Fig. 4B,F,J,N,R). Axons could grow into the telencephalon covered...
with the control HEK cells (Fig. 4A–D) (axons projecting in all 40 preparations). As expected from our previous studies (Li et al., 1999), axons turned away from the part of the telencephalon covered with HEK cells expressing hSlit2 (Fig. 4E–H) (40 of 40 preparations had axons repelled; \( p < 0.001 \) when compared with the control; \( \chi^2 \) test). hSlit1076 repelled olfactory bulb axons (Fig. 4I–L) (38 of 40 repelled; \( p < 0.001 \)). hSlit890 also repelled olfactory bulb axons (Fig. 4M–P) (37 of 40 repelled; \( p < 0.001 \)). In contrast, axons could grow into the telencephalon covered with HEK cells expressing hSlitCR1 (Fig. 4Q–T) (2 of 40 repelled; \( p > 0.5 \)).

Together, our results indicate that the four LRRs are sufficient to repel olfactory bulb axons growing both in vitro in collagen gels and in vivo in the telencephalon.
The LRRs are sufficient to guide neuronal migration in the brain tissue but not in collagen gels

Neuronal migration is an important process in neural development (Rakic, 1990; Hatten, 1999). Neurons migrating from the SVZa in the RMS to the olfactory bulb in neonatal rodents is an excellent model to study neuronal migration (Luskin, 1993; Lois et al., 1996; Goldman and Luskin, 1998). We and others have shown previously that Slit2 is repulsive to the SVZa neurons (Hu, 1999; Wu et al., 1999). Here we attempt to determine which domains in Slit are responsible for its guidance of neuronal migration.

We first tested the activities of hSlit2, hSlit1076, hSlit890, and hSlitCR1 in an in vitro collagen gel assay. In this assay, explants of SVZa were cocultured with aggregates of control HEK cells or HEK cells expressing different forms of hSlit2. As shown previously (Wu et al., 1999), cells migrated symmetrically out of SVZa explants when cocultured with control HEK cells (Fig. 5E) (9 of 48 explants had a slightly asymmetric distribution of migrating cells). When cocultured with hSlit2 aggregates, cells migrated asymmetrically out of SVZa explants, with more cells in the distal quadrants than in the proximal quadrants (Fig. 5A) (118 of 118 explants with asymmetric migration; p < 0.001 when compared with the control). hSlit1076 was also repulsive to the SVZa neurons (Fig. 5B) (69 of 88 with asymmetric migration; p < 0.001), hCR1 was not repulsive to the SVZa neurons (Fig. 5D) (8 of 60 with weakly asymmetric migration; p > 0.5). The most surprising finding was that hSlit890 was not repulsive or attractive to SVZa neurons migrating in the collagen gel (Fig. 5C) (14 of 74 with weakly asymmetric migration; p > 0.5).

To be more accurate, we used a semiquantitative scheme to estimate the activities of different forms of Slit (Fig. 5F). It was clear that hSlit2 and hSlit1076 were potent repellents for SVZa neurons, whereas hSlit890 and hSlitCR1 did not significantly affect SVZa migration in collagen gels (Fig. 5G).

These results indicate that the presence of four LRRs and four EGF repeats is sufficient for chemorepulsion of SVZa neurons. However, LRRs by themselves were not sufficient for repelling SVZa neurons in collagen gels. These findings could be explained by two possibilities: (1) there is a fundamental difference between the domains used in axon guidance and neuronal migration or (2) the requirement for additional EGF repeats in neuronal migration is simply because of diffusion in the collagen gel.

We then tested the activities of different forms of Slit on SVZa neurons migrating in their native pathway, the RMS. We had previously established a slice assay in which a sagittal section of rat embryonic brain containing the SVZa region, the RMS, and the olfactory bulb was preserved in culture (Wu et al., 1999). DiI crystals were inserted into the SVZa to trace the migration of neurons from the SVZa into the RMS (Wu et al., 1999). We placed HEK cells prelabeled with DiO on the RMS in the slices to examine their effects on cells migrating from the SVZa into the RMS (Fig. 6).

In slices cocultured with control HEK cells, 24 hr after DiI labeling, migrating neurons were found in the RMS (Fig. 6A-C) (2 of 30 explants with no neurons in the RMS). When HEK cells expressing hSlit2 were placed on top of the slices, SVZa neurons failed to migrate into the RMS (Fig. 6D-F) (30 of 30 explants with no neurons in the RMS; p < 0.001 when compared with the
control; χ² test). hSlit1076 was repulsive to SVZa neurons in the slices (Fig. 6G–I) (30 of 30 explants with no neurons in the RMS; p < 0.001). hSlitCR1 did not affect SVZa neuron migration into the RMS (Fig. 6M–O) (1 of 30 explants with no neurons in the SVZa; p > 0.5). However, hSlit890 was repulsive to SVZa neurons in the slices (Fig. 6J–L) (28 of 30 explants with no neurons in the RMS; p < 0.001). These results indicate that the four LRRs are sufficient for repelling SVZa neurons migrating in the RMS.

**DISCUSSION**

These studies have extended previous work on the role of Slit in axon guidance and neuronal migration. In addition to revealing the functional domains in Slit, the results presented here also support the idea that molecular mechanisms are conserved between axon guidance and neuronal migration (Wu et al., 1999). Using a construct that expresses the full-length Slit, we had suggested previously that Slit could function both in axon guidance and in neuronal migration (Wu et al., 1999). Because Slit was found to be proteolytically cleaved and only the N-terminal fragment was active in axon branching (Wang et al., 1999), it was possible that different fragments of Slit were used in axon guidance and neuronal migration. Results obtained here show that the N-terminal fragments with either 890 or 1076 aa are sufficient for both axon guidance and neuronal migration. Because no shorter fragments of Slit have been observed in vivo (Brose et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999) or in vitro (Brose et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2000), these results provide strong evidence that the same domains in Slit are responsible for both axon guidance and neuronal migration. Although previous genetic studies (Hedgecock et al., 1990) and functional studies with full-length proteins (Wu et al., 1999; Yee et al., 1999) have suggested conserved molecular mechanisms for axon guidance and neuronal migration, the present studies significantly strengthen that suggestion because these results rule out the possibility that different fragments of the same protein could be involved in axon guidance and neuronal migration.

We have found that the activities of hSlit1076 and hSlit890 were different when assayed in collagen gels for neuronal migration (Fig. 5). Because we have shown that a concentration gradient of the Slit protein is required for its guidance of neuronal migration (Wu et al., 1999), the simplest explanation for this difference is that the diffusion rates for these two forms are different. We suggest that the four EGF repeats present in hSlit1076 but absent in hSlit890 could affect protein diffusion. This could also explain why the behavior of hSlit890 in the collagen gel is different from its behavior in brain slices (Figs. 5, 6). Other explanations for the behavior of hSlit890 such as efficiency of protein secretion in collagen gels or the presence of synergistic activities in brain slices cannot be ruled out but are not as simple as the diffusion hypothesis to explain both the difference between axon guidance and neuronal migration in collagen gels and the difference in neuronal migration between the collagen gels and the brain slices.

Slit is a large protein with an apparent molecular weight of ~200 kDa (Brose et al., 1999; Kidd et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2000). It was found that the full-length Slit protein is proteolytically cleaved into two fragments: a 140 kDa N-terminal fragment and a 55–60 kDa C-terminal fragment (Brose et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999). The cleaved fragment of Slit observed in vivo corresponds to the N-terminal 1121 aa in our hSlit2 sequence (Brose et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999) and contains one EGF repeat more than the hSlit1076 used in our studies. The fragment tested by Wang et al. (1999) was thus larger than the smallest fragment tested in our present studies, and the previous results were thus consistent with our suggestion that the N-terminal LRRs are sufficient for signaling. Because the branching activity is generally thought to be positive, whereas chemorepulsion is usually viewed as negative, it was not clear whether the same regions are used in these distinct activities. Our findings here that even shorter forms are functionally active in axon guidance and neuronal migration indicate that all functional activities reported so far are associated with the N-terminal part.

We suggest that EGF repeats may be involved in controlling protein diffusion in vivo. Technically, our observation of different behaviors in collagen gels and brain slices reveals the limit of collagen gels and indicates that all activities of axon guidance and neuronal migration should be tested both in vitro and in vivo.

hSlitCR1 includes the C-terminal region, along with all the EGF repeats, the laminin G domain, and the C-terminal cysteine rich region. We have found that hSlitCR1 does not bind to Robo and has no activities in vitro or in vivo on axon guidance or neuronal migration. It thus seems that the C-terminal part is unlikely to play a sufficient role in signaling. Therefore, the function of all these domains is not known at present. The evolutionary conservation of these sequences suggests that they are also likely to play essential roles in vivo.

Although Slit has been shown to be able to guide axon projection and neuronal migration, we note that, so far, there is no evidence that endogenous Slit proteins are involved in axon projection and neuronal migration. Similarly, although the septum is repulsive to olfactory bulb axons (Pini, 1993), it has not been established that the septum plays a role in guiding the projection of the olfactory bulb in the embryo.

The intracellular domains of Robo have been studied recently for their important roles in binding to downstream signal transduction molecules (Bashaw and Goodman, 1999; Bashaw et al., 2000). Our studies of the domains in Robo indicate that only the Ig domains are required for its binding to Slit. Although the functional significance of the Ig and FNIII domains still needs to be investigated, these results provide a beginning to biochemically dissect the extracellular domains of Robo. Robo is cleaved in cultured HEK cells (Li et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2000). Results from the present series of experiments suggest that the cleavage site seems to be present in either the transmembrane or the intracellular domain. The physiological significance of this cleavage remains unknown.

There are other molecules involved in neuronal positioning. For example, the secreted protein Reelin is crucial for neuronal positioning and has been found to bind several transmembrane proteins (for review, see Rice and Curran, 1999). It will interesting to see what domains of Reelin are responsible for binding to these different transmembrane proteins and what domains are functionally crucial for neuronal positioning.
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